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-----------------------------------------------
Stop Harassing Champion of Freedom Caroline Farrow
Kick out Chinese Surveillance Outposts That Have No Justification to be in Canada
Don't Let Quebec Premier Legault Impose His Tyranny on our Churches
Save Our Churches From More Arson
Protecting Canadians from Censorship and Discrimination
Stop the Censorship Bill & Protect Free Speech
Free Pastor James: take a stand against the tyrannical COVID enforcement
Let's Remind Coke: Together IS Better!
Bell, Telus, and Rogers: COVID aid is for workers, NOT shareholders!
McGill Must Defend Prof. Salzman and Academic Freedom
Ban Huawei
End Chinese Sister Cities
Unseal Document Exposing Conservative Extremism
Sign Petition to the End the scam of Birth 'Tourism'
Let's Ban Antifa in Candada!
Stop Islamic Call To Prayer in Mississauga!
Make China pay [for their Deceit regarding the Coronavirus]!
Let’s have a Moratorium on Immigration
FIRE Canada's Chief Public Health Officer DR. THERESA TAM
Shutdown Illegal Border Crossing Now!
Helping LGBT Individuals Change Is Not a Crime!
Rebel News Petition: Support Don Cherry
 ▲ Please Sign Both ▼
TRUE NORTH Petition: Protest the firing of Don Cherry for his comments in support of the Poppy!
PROTECT OUR POPPIES: Grade 11 student kicked out of school after defending red & black poppy!
Do you think "mass immigration" is a real threat for Canada
Get Maxime Bernier in the federal election debates!
Say "NO" to a "Day Against Islamophobia" in Ontario
Launch a public inquiry into money laundering and corruption in British Columbia
No to the Islamic Centre's Request for Prayer Spaces in Toronto Subways
Stop! the Islamic Party of Ontario
Say NO to a "Gay" Loonie!
---------------------------------------------
See the results of past petitions
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A Story From Canada’s Past : July 26, 1987: Protesters say immigration laws are too lax
Martin Collacott, Top Diplomat and Canada’s top immigration writer and researcher, dies
All you need to know about Canada’s new-look passport
Migrant struggling to be accepted to Canada 
Roxham Road closure does not address root causes of refugee crisis, says Lev Abramovich
Canada to deport 700 Indian students due  to fake admission letters 
Asylum seekers rejected by Canada end up stranded in U.S
Canada is facing the largest wave of Ukrainian immigration ever
Feds spent over $128m on hotels for Roxham road migrants since 2017: federal figures
Canada’s largest public sector strike leaves thousands in immigration limbo
New Brunswick ends Canada immigration invitations for restaurant workers for rest of year
Immigration Minister Announces New rules for Sudanese Nationals 
Immigrants needed to face  shortage of  farmers
Europe can show the United states and Canada how to share responsibility for asylum seekers 
How the different regions of Canada stack up for international students : colleges, standard of  living and jobs, articles show
You thought Canada was a cheap place to retire? 
NDP leader Jagmeet  Singh wants to tie federal funding to immigration levels
Indian students facing deportation
Immigration to Canada experiences 40% increase in beginning of 2023
Act For Canada Newsletter, March 31, 2023
Unless You Want to Go to Prison, Read This Before Taking Money Out of Your FAILING Bank (U.S. Article)
Are immigrants falling out of love with Canada?  And is it because Canadians feel the same?
Indian immigration to Canada has tripled since 2013
ACT FOR CANADA Newsletter–March 3, 2023 : What happens when activists stop acting?  
EXPLOSIVE : Trudeau financiers under CSIS investigation
Internationally trained nurses who came to Canada feel forgotten as provinces recruit abroad
Canada Takes In Proportionately Four Times  As Many Legal Immigrants As US
How Immigration and An aging population  Will Affect Canada’s housing market
Canada welcomes record-breaking number of international students 
China elected Trudeau
IRCC unveils the top 10 source countries of new immigrants to Canada in 2022
CIBC CEO Warns of impending disaster due to high immigration 
Will no one stand up for Canada’s Anglophone communities?
Trudeau decimates housing, healthcare through excessive immigration
Chinese students return to Canadian universities
New York authorities gave free bus tickets to illegal migrants at Roxham Road
Canadian lawmakers back resettlement of 10,000 Uyghur Muslims
Act For Canada, January 27, 2023. Truth is incontrovertible. 
Was Justin Trudeau groomed to destroy the Canadian way of life?
Farms, Firearms, and Free Speech: Justin Trudeau establishes a Seizure Society
Poilievre promises to close Roxham Road as Trudeau embraces illegal immigration
ACT FOR CANADA : Fighting A War To Defend One’s Country   (CANADA) Is  A NECESSITY 
Quebec MNA wants Trudeau’s Islamophobia Minister fired
51 out of 338 federal ridings in Canada are now minority white
Bigger population. Smaller carbon footprint : Can Canada have both
Woke advocates want White Principals removed from Canadian schools 
Canada’s average home price fell by 12 % in 2022 says real estate association
Canadians are right to worry about immigration
Polievre says no to WEF
Statement regarding charge laid against Lawyer John Carpay
Significant drop in Canadian study permits issued to Chinese students compared to past years
Diane Francis :  Trudeau’s high immigration intake foolhardy 
Act For Canada Newsletter, December 31, 2022
World Bank Report : Remittances to India to reach record $200 Billion 
Near 90 percent of Canadians  surveyed support creating a foreign agent registry amid increased interference from Beijing, Russia
54% of Canadians believe the removal of statues of Canada’s historical figures is an attack on Canada’s history
Act For Canada Newsletter : Aldous Huxley Warns about future dictatorial government
Chinese police stations in Canada amounts to the presence of a hostile foreign power in our front yard
Immigration lawyers caution Ottawa on new express entry system, IRCC
China operating police station in Vancouver
Canadians divided on Ottawa’s plan to admit more immigrants : poll 
Canadians divided over Afghan refugee sponsorship program cap
Ever increasing immigration to Canada not sustainable, says PPC Leader 
Act for Canada : Weekly Newsletter November 18, 2022
The CBC is a government monster gobbling up-tax-dollars?
On Remembrance Day, remember our past wars. But also remember the new war we must declare : The one against the Muslim Brotherhood
Act For Canada : Remembrance Day Newsletter
Aboriginal Canadian Statistician Says : End Mass Immigration to Canada 
Toronto School Board launches campaign against English Canadians 
Immigration Intake and Support hit highs in Canada 
Canada :  Immigration levels plan to 2025
Study shows traits determining Canada’s most successful immigrants
Alberta to end its immigrant detention arrangement with CBSA 
Immigration : How does express entry system work explained
New Brunswick Minister says province cutting ties with accredited schools in China citing concerns with Beijing regime
Vancouver area council members attend Chinese National Day celebration as global protests are held against the CCP
Rex Murphy : The choking of our energy industry is to the detriment of both Canada and the world
 	
Man linked to death of Noelle O’Soup was deemed ‘danger to public’ (Bodies of Vietnamese immigrant, First Nations teenager and another woman  found in Downtown Vancouver East Side room)  
Why has the MEA (Ministry of External Affairs) asked Indians in Canada to be cautious and vigilant
In Quebec, the Independence Movement gives way to a New Nationalism 
Russians fleeing military mobilization blocked by Canadian immigration delays
Immigration and identity shape election in French-speaking Quebec 
China involved in persuading Canadians not to vote Conservative in federal election 
Canada caps Afghan resettlement 
162 researchers from top U.S. nuclear facility now working for China
CBC attacks American broadcaster Mark Shapiro for radicalizing young Canadian males 
Trudeau offends millions  (by) belting out Bohemian Rhapsody as world mourned Queen’s-death
Canada criticized for welcoming rich tied to Iranian regime 
The arrival of thousands of low wage Asian labourers caused the September 1907 vancouver-riot
New Canadians now swear allegiance to King Charles in oath of citizenship 
Canadians told to self-flagellate despite lack of evidence of tragedy at residential schools
NATO chief warns Canada that Russia, China have designs on the Arctic
Lessons from the bitter end : What General Pyotor wrangel means for Americans today (What really happened in Russia from 1917 on) 
Gavin Mcinnes  (Proud Boys) arrested during live broadcast
Immigration Minister Sean Fraser provides update on Canada’s immigration system
Why more Indians are moving to Canada
Agenda 21 conspiracy China’s water crisis could trigger global catastrophe
Liberal MP Ahmed Hussen Praises Deliverer Of Racist Diatribe
Money mules, foreign students tied to money laundering in Canada says FINTRAC Report
State Broadcasters (BBC,ABC, and CBC) suppress criticism of immigration
B.C. ending immigration detention with CBSA, citing human rights
Canada is being demolished, One Step at a time
B.C. ending immigration detention with CBSA, citing human rights
Canada’s housing crisis : Who’s running the show and for whom?
Rex Murphy : Trudeau should keep his nose out of our neighbour’ s top court decisions
Relentless immigration has caused Canada’s unaffordable housing crisis. Why do politicians ignore the cause?
Canada’s embassy in Kiev remains closed 
Egypt’s former President gives advice to migrants heading to the West : Adopt Western culture or stay at home
MNA Saul Polo contests Premier Legault’s bill to protect French
How a single company silently took over the world of visa processing in an age of record migration
More and more, China’s upper and middle class want to emigrate
The swindlers list : Scams newcomers in Canada should watch out for
There is a precedent for charging Canadian MP’s and other Canadian politicians with treason
One year later, there is still no evidence of unmarked graves or missing children at former residential schools
Trudeau and Putin are war criminals 
B.C. government alleges immigration consultants engaged in fraud 
Do Canadians really want every April to be “Sikh Heritage month”?
Douglas Todd : Time for housing action
Trudeau’s Crackdown on house investors all about posturing,  not fixing unaffordable housing
Canada increases permanent residence and other filing fees 
Quebec university denounced for excluding white men in Job posting
Canada bans foreign home buyers for two years
Surrey church arsonist sentenced to four years in prison
Trudeau roasted by European Union Parliament MP’s
108,000 new immigrants move to Canada in first 3 months of 2022. India tops list of visa recipients. Canada took 405,000 immigrants in 2021 !
MP’s want special refugee measures given to Ukraine applicants to also be given to other refugee applicants
Canada welcomed 450,000 new international students in 2021, an all time-record
Young immigrants may leave Canada due to high cost of living, Leger survey
Slow integration in Quebec :  An immigrant perspective
White men earn as much as one tenth less than minorities :  Statscan
Canada landed 35.000 immigrants in January 2022 
Not one body has been found at indigenous unmarked mass grave in Kamloops
Why many African students are fleeing Ukraine 
Rex Murphy : Claiming the  trucker  protest was an attempted government coup is beyond ridiculous
Feds purging or rewriting 205 monuments in attempt to “decolonize” Canada
Let’s end Trudeau’s plan to take down 200+ monuments across Canada
B.C. will open arms to Ukrainians fleeing violence but leaving isn’t easy
B.C. Church Arsonist’s sentencing delayed while a Christian community tries to heal 
Immigration Canada acts to end racism, cultural bias among-employees
Rex Murphy : Trudeau’s monumentally-misguided emergency measures are an insult to Canadians
Millions in foreign funds spent in 2015 federal election to defeat Harper, government report alleges
EMERGENCIES  ACT EXPLAINED
Canada police to distribute names of trucker protesters to financial institutions
Canadians have had enough of government fear mongering about Covid
Ottawa’s new financial powers to quash trucker protests an unnecessary overreach, critics-say
Our system is setting immigrants and Canadians up for failure
Quebec  Muslim leaders call for federal handgun ban in letters to Legault Trudeau
Most support workplace diversity, but not if it’s a job qualification :  National Survey
The Hidden Story of Trudeau’s Sale Of Canada’s Gold Reserves To China
Statistics point to Islam surpassing Christianity as most  dominant religion in Canada
Trudeau government endorse critical race theory in training materials
6 people charged after Richmond Mounties uncover massive illegal drug labs in homes
Speaking-freely :  CBC Producer tells why she quit her CBC job
Canadian Civil  Liberties Association calls covid tax constitutionally vulnerable
Money laundering inquiry must judge whether corruption reached top of B.C. gov’t
Trudeau instructs Immigration Minister to pull out all the stops in 2022
The war Against Christmas continues in 2021
Canada’s shameful past top priority for 2022, says Trudeau
Media refuse to speak of Canada’s war on Christmas and Christianity
Canada’s CBC  is a deadly and immoral Anti-Canadian broadcaster
The misleading claim that 150,000 indigenous children were forced to attend residential schools
Its critics call it birth tourism but is-the-practice real?  Covid-19-is providing clues
Minority status for White Canadians to arrive sooner than expected
Canada’s universities are supposed to serve Canada’s majority population students, not international students

Douglas Todd : Why more housing supply won’t solve unaffordability
When A Billion Chinese Jump-2
Ontario sees record number of residents moving out while B.C. gains
Sean Fraser appointed as Trudeau cabinet immigration minister
British Columbia communities say yes to program for immigrant entrepreneurs
Almost 4,000 applied for Canada’s exit plans for Hongkongers
Douglas Todd  : What do indigenous voices say about immigration?
The Countersignal : Exclusive interview with Trudeau’s sniper detail
Whistle Stop Cafe owner fined $20,000  
Canada will look to make more temporary migrants permanent, minister says
Spencer Fernando : After restricting your personal freedom, governments are going after your financial freedom
Thousands of Hong Kongers apply for new Canadian immigration programs amid crackdown
Ontario invites workers, Masters, and PHD grads in PNP draws
France to Vote on the Great Replacement of Western Civilization
Chinese regime’s widespread influence operations in Canada  documented in French report 
Canada urged to join allies in tougher China stance after Kovrig Spavor release
Canada Revenue Agency’s landlord stashed money in offshore tax-havens
Herbert Grubel : If policy lets it, the market will fill all those job vacancies
Federal vaccine mandates implicate, infringe on Canadians’ charter rights, say legal experts
Obama takes shot at Biden : “The idea that we can just have open borders is unsustainable”


https://www.dailywire.com/news/obama-takes-shot-at-biden-the-idea-that-we-can-just-have-open-borders-is-unsustainable?itm_source=parsely-api&utm_campaign=daily_shapiro&utm_medium=spotim_recirculation&utm_source=spotim&utm_content=news
Herbert Grubel : Immigration should be an election issue
PPC candidate offers alternatives to hot button issues
The sometimes unexpected people drawn to Maxime Bernier and his Peoples Party
While 57 churches were burned or vandalized, Trudeau drafted New Islamophobia laws !!
Canada ends Afghanistan evacuation
Is Canada responsible for Afghani refugees? Why are wealthy Middle Eastern Islamic Countries doing so little for Afghani refugees ?
Five things to know about People’s Party of Canada platform
Reduce Immigration, Cancel Multicultural Funding Say Party Running in Canadian Election
Canada to take 5000 Afghan refugees evacuated by US, Canadian Minister Garneau says 
No Cultural Context exists for Liberal MP Monsef  calling Taliban “brothers”, says-Zahra Sultani
Latino immigration policy became crimmigration,  racial politics
Silence of the fans: The unpopular popularity of Justin Trudeau
Trudeau’s Online Censorship Legislation To Imitate China’s Great Internet Firewall 
Will wealthy countries take in Afghan-refugees ? Here’s what Europe, Canada and the  US are-doing. 
Canada standing ready to help Haiti after 7.2 magnitude earthquake, Trudeau
CBSA and Unions come to agreement with Canadian government
Trudeau appoints loyal servant of ruling elite to Canada’s Supreme Court
Canada welcomes first Afghan refugees
Rex Murphy : Desecration of 48 churches is a national tragedy, yet government seems to care little about Christians
Punjabi Contract marriages are not marital disputes but cases of cheating to get into Canada
China blasts Biden and Canada
Canada’s police should charge our media with criminal incitement
Border union, Canadian government back at bargaining table
“We’re going to move forward” says Trudeau on Islamophobia summit demands
45 Churches attacked
Churches burn as Christophobia omitted from national racism summits in Canada
Politicians silent over church burnings and vandalism
Cancel Canada Day? 
A Skeptical  analysis of the reports of graves at residential schools
Can we discuss those unmarked graves? Expert panel counters the uncritical media narrative about residential schools
Canada to fast track resettlement of Afghans who helped it?
Video : Where do Canadian cities rank on housing affordability?  Among the worst !!
More Humanity, Fewer Humans–Madeline Weld and Dave Gardner talk about controlling population growth in Canada and elsewhere 
Trudeau appoints first Muslim,  person of colour to Canada’s Supreme Court
Library hires “Penis Monkey” for Children’s hour
Two damaged queen statues at the Manitoba legislature to be rebuilt, says Premier 
Multicultural Lobby Uses Indigenous Community To Promote Hatred Of Canada
Church Burnings fully understandable given Canada’s shameful history : Trudeau on church burnings
Calgary refugee church suffers arson 
Could the covid virus have originated at a lab in Winnipeg?
Archives : Canada removes prime ministers
	
How Will White Canadians Be Treated After Reaching Minority Community Status? 
Statue of Sir John A. Macdonald taken down from city park and moved to Cataraqui  Cemetery
Politicians, indigenous leaders warn against burning of churches. 
Second second church fire happens in Northern B.C. 
There are much better explanations for what happened at Kamloops Indian Residential School 
Why Canadians of all backgrounds must oppose Trudeau’s damaging agenda
Cancelling Canada day part of a movement that will end somewhere ugly
The majority of Canadians reject the idea that our country is racist 
CBC does not deserve our money
Justin Trudeau breaks five years of silence on White Canadians : Stop-being-racist
Let’s arrest Trudeau and his immigration Minister for endangering the jobs and health of Canadians 
Why Canada has to get the residential School Story Straight 
Rex Murphy : Judging anyone by skin-colour, even white people, is wrong
RCMP arrest Maxime Bernier in Manitoba for violating health orders
Let’s have some sanity about the Kamloops Indian Residential School story
Kamloops discovery not a mass grave, says Secwepemc chief 
CBSA says Canada should prepare for an increase in immigration fraud and smuggling
Canadian police say family run down targeted as Muslims
China has a plan to colonize North America
RCMP deploy homicide investigators  to look into Chilliwack fatal shooting
China made Canada a global node for narcos cyber criminals
Royal Canadian Navy (HMCS Calgary) makes the largest ever heroin bust in Middle East Waters
Public warning issued after gang violence in Metro Vancouver 
An increasingly post national Canada becomes a battleground for all the world’s conflicts
These Asian countries are giving dual citizens an ultimatum on nationality and loyalty
Canada announces new pathway to permanent residency for families of crash victims
Most supporters of Earth Day don’t know who founded Earth Day and why he did so
Evidence reveals that military team collaborated with lab where covid pandemic originated
David Eby’s Evolution on dirty money
Douglas Todd : Why Ottawa doesn’t rein in runaway house prices
Sun’s Bolan lauded for lifetime work for press freedom
Popular correctional officer gunned down in Delta shooting
Turf war has expanded over last decade, new head of anti-gang agency says
Covid raging in Sikh Surrey hot spot
Chinese Canadian museum’s integrity at risk with genocide denier as director
What you need to know about Covid 19
Vaccines will save 2021? Not so fast – find out what the experts think.
Douglas Todd : Canadian real estate market better for foreign investors than locals, admits Housing Secretary
Canada’s National Manure Spreader re-advocates for 100 Million National Population Goal 
19 from Brampton busted as international drug ring smashed. Police release all names. Almost all are South Asians (Sikhs)
Canada suspends passenger flights from India, Pakistan
Hundreds of Indian travellers landing in  Canada test positive for covid
Lilley : India shuts down. We keep taking flights
Lilley : Trudeau still won’t act on flights from India and other hotspots
Wealthy Indians flee by private jet as virus infections spiral
Wagons east : Meet  the homeowners driving a real state exodus to the Maritimes
Most of Ontario cases of Covid are in South Asian (Sikh-populated) Brampton
Douglas Todd : Quebec to get 10-times more than B.C. and Ontario to settle immigrants
Tim Macfarlane lives in his van homeless during covid in Toronto
New Westminster City Council Council joins list of political dolts who have apologized for the Komagata Maru Incident
Immigration watch trades punches with New Westminster City Councillor
CBC spends $900,000 on five person strategic intelligence department
Mohammed was not another Jesus
Angus Reid Poll reveals Canadian division over house prices
“Go back to U.S. if you don’t like it here,” Quebec MP tells Canadian professor who said province is racist
Dozens in HCMC  fear $1-4 million loss  after Canada emigration firm swindle
Canada calling : Hong Kong residents shift billions abroad after clampdown 
Douglas Todd : Economists question decision to boost immigration during pandemic
New Westminster City Council joins list of political dolts who have apologized for the Komagata Maru
CD HOWE Institute : Mahboubi and Skuterud provide an economic reality check on Canadian immigration, Part 2
CD HOWE Institute   : CD HOWE Institute : Mahboubi and Skuterud provide an economic reality check on Canadian immigration, Part 1
CBSA IRCC  clash with lawyer over  security redactions
Murder in  Canada led to unravelling of CCP spy operation
The high costs and minimal Benefits of meeting the Paris Agreement Climate Targets
Australian belt and road deal expected to be ripped up in weeks
Speakers at international conference condemn Beijing’s illicit organ harvesting; call for action
Canada post delivering blank cards for you to send to a special someone
By increasing immigration, Trudeau has laid a trap for the Conservatives
Here are the wrong illustrations that got six Dr. Seuss books cancelled
Vancouver is a cautionary tale about  money laundering and drugs
Black in science : CBC Quirks and Quarks Special 
Climate Change Nexus
Black scientists’ task force on vaccine equity
Legault government taps environment minister Benoit Charette to oversee racism fight
Canada appears in court defending pact with U.S. to turn back asylum-seekers
Kids wear black to school to promote anti racism during first ever black shirt day
As China cites attack, no nations singled out in arbitrary detention declaration : Garneau
Immigration may make global net zero harder
Connecting immigration to higher emissions
China drops hammer on Hong Kong residents holding Canadian passports
New Zealand says it knew all along that Chinese police run visa centre
Canada’s visa application centre in Beijing run by Chinese police
Toronto police investigating defacing of Late PM Mackenzie King’s head stone 












Prime Minister Mackenzie King’s gravestone is defaced

Coronavirus: 6.3M travellers entered Canada and didn’t have to quarantine
Douglas Todd :  Canada’s Foreign Student Policy needs public-review,  say experts
Licences of two immigration consultants suspended as they face criminal charges
Time Magazine admits in great detail : 2020 election was rigged against Trump by secret cabal of wealthy, politically connected elites

   
Trump won two thirds of election lawsuits where merits considered
Opposition calls on Canadian government to stop contracting out visas
Doctor stripped of licence for fabricating immigrants medical-tests
TRANSCRIPT of Trump’s speech to Washington Rally Supporters on January 6, 2021: No evidence of incitement
Trudeau, the CBC and media cesspool have the Washington Riot riot all wrong. Here’s the proof. 
BLM activist+ Council Candidate celebrates Calgary police officer’s murder
Immigration may make global net zero harder
Canada deporting thousands even as pandemic rages
Kevin Elson : Balancing the costs and benefits of increased immigration
Here’s what proof of vaccination looked like for Canadian immigrants in 1910
Port Coquitlam woman linked to massive immigration fraud granted appeal to care for sons 
The war on Christmas continues in 2020 
Canada resettled more refugees than any other country in 2018 UN  says
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	Must Reads!
Ricardo Duchesne's Latest Books:
Click to Order From Amazon:

	[image: Canada In Decay: Mass Immigration, Diversity, and the Ethnocide of Euro-Canadians by Ricardo Duchesne]Canada In Decay:
Mass Immigration, Diversity, and the Ethnocide of Euro-Canadians
		[image: The Uniqueness of Western Civilization by Ricardo Duchesne]The Uniqueness of Western Civilization







        
        

        
        
        QUICK IMMIGRATION FACTS----THE FOLLOWING "CLOCKS" BEGAN ON JANUARY 1, 2024 :

         
			
			
			
  

        
        
        1. Net Cost of Immigration to Canada: Up to $35 Billion per year about 10 years ago.  The amount is now probably at least $40 Billion per year. How many homeless could Canada take off our streets with  that $40 Billion? The lower figure ($35 Billion) amounts to $95,890,000 per day, and so far in 2024,

        
                
        

        
               
        
        
        

			

        
        
        
        2. Total Foreign Nationals entering Canada through both legal immigration programs and through illegal border crossing into Canada : over 1.5 million, which includes:
• 340,000 Immigrants in the Economic & Family Class
• 500,000 to 700,000 International Students
• 150,000 to 200,000 Temporary Foreign Workers
• 50,000 to 60,000 Illegal Border Crossers
• 250,000 International Mobility Workers.
So far in 2024, the following number of foreign nationals who have settled in Canada is:



		        
 
Read More▼
Canada's unnecessary and relentless intake is an abnormality in our immigration history, and has made many Canadians feel like strangers in their own country. And Trudeau and his Somali Immigration Minister are plotting to take even more.

They contemptuously tell us that this is "THE NEW NORMAL" for Canada. This intake is outrageous, yet our cowardly politicians refuse to debate the intake. Our national Parliament has been transformed into a House Of Sodomy where MP's appease immigrant groups in order to get their votes.

If Canadians think this is an exaggeration, take note that Parliament recently declared the month of April as "SIKH HERITAGE MONTH". Not a single MP abstained or voted against this law. The chief "heritage" event that Canadians will forever remember Sikhs for is the bombing of an Air India plane. 329 Canadians were killed. To this day, the main Sikh conspirators remain unpunished largely because of Sikh intimidation of other Sikhs.

See Why Parliament should repeal Sikh Heritage month






        
			
				
			


        
3. According to Canada's Border Police (Canada Border Services Agency or CBSA), about 50,000 Illegals entered Canada in each of the three years starting in 2017. That's a total of 150,000 illegals, most of whom are now fake "refugee" claimants. Remember that this inflow started after Trudeau foolishly declared in January, 2017 : "To those fleeing persecution, terror & war, Canadians will welcome you, regardless of your faith." According to projections, another 50,000 illegals will enter Canada in . So far in , the following number have already entered Canada :





Read More ▼Contrary to naive Canadians, the refugee claims of a significant number of these illegals were people whose claims had been rejected by thoughtful U.S. immigration authorities. Fraudsters from other countries soon realized that they were dealing with a fool and took immediate advantage of Canada. Millions of dollars have been spent on processing "refugee" claims. Trudeau has been lavish with his apologies to ethnic groups and should have apologized and secured Canada's border with the U.S. long ago. But he still has not done so. The tragedy for Canada's homeless is that Illegals have competed with Canada's homeless for available housing. Scandalously, an undetermined number of the fake refugees have actually been given preference over our homeless for available shelter.



	
		
			
			
			
			
        


        

			4. According to the Canadian Bureau for International Education (a private advocacy group), as of December 31, 2018, there were 571,215 international students in Canada, a 16% increase over 2017. This number increases every year, and so far in 2024, this totals




Read More ▼The CBIE and many public agencies claim that International Students are a net economic contributor to Canada. However, NO Canadian study has ever been done to prove that claim. Even more outrageous,  most Top administrators at Canadian universities boast that International students create "Diversity".
As Canada's top immigration critic (Martin Collacott) has said, "universities such as UBC have Diversity coming out of their ears". Ethnic Chinese students comprise over  50% of UBC's student population. Those Chinese contemptuously refer to UBC as the "University of a Billion Chinese". The pursuit of so-called Diversity has been harmful to Canadian-born and has probably displaced tens of thousands of Canadian-born. As for the U.S., the truth is that a study done by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and other agencies showed that in spite of the high fees paid by International Students, U.S. sources were actually subsidizing  International Students. In the case of Graduate International Students, the average subsidy was about $12,000 + per year. Yet, without proof of any economic benefit to Canada, Canada continues to accept large numbers of NEW international students every year.
For other recent details on the U.S. situation, see 
• How U.S. Foreign Student and Exchange Visitor Policies Undercut National Security,
•  Foreign Students Do Not Help with the Balance of Payments... Who Pays?
•  Immigration, Higher Education, and Trump



			
       
			
			
		



        
5. Number of 10-Year Visa Recipients. This immigration category was created by former Conservative Immigration Minister Jason Kenney as a way of appeasing ethnic groups (Sikhs and Chinese especially) who wanted to bring relatives (particularly parents and grandparents) to Canada, supposedly to perform household duties such as babysitting. The 10-Visitor Visa program was invented to prevent parents and grandparents from becoming permanent residents and eventually permanent burdens on Canada. The program allows parents and grandparents of immigrants to stay in Canada temporarily (up to 10 years). According to Vancouver Sun columnist, Douglas Todd, in the first 3 years of this program, more than 3 million 10-Year Visitor Visas were granted. To Canada’s horror, this program appears to be turning into a national scandal. According to recent reports, labour contractors in ethnic groups are using the huge pool of 10-Year Visa Recipients as a pool of cheap labour. Undoubtedly, these Visa Recipients are taking jobs that Canadians should get. Assuming a rate of 25,000 new 10-Year Visitor Visas being issued per year, the total number of 10-Year Visa recipients issued since 2014 is:






			






        
6. Number of Temporary Foreign Workers. According to StatsCan, in the years 2013 to 2017, Canada allowed 540,807 Temporary Foreign Workers to come to Canada to work. So far in 2024, this totals:




Furthermore, according to Canada's Immigration Department, it took 841 pages (!!) to list employers who received approval to import a TFW between 2013 and 2015. It is very probable that many employers were committing fraud.  Here is a download link to the list of the employers (39 MB):  temporary-foreign-workers.pdf



			

	
			
			


        
7. According to the World Bank, Remittances sent 'back home' by Temporary Foreign Workers and Immigrants in Canada total $40 Billion a year. That means $40 Billion less circulating in Canada's economy and not employing Canadian-born. So far, in 2024, the remittance total is:






			

			
			
			


        
8. According to Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) statistics, About 142,755 Refugee Claims were referred to the IRB in the years 2015 to 2018. For Immigration and Refugee Board details, see Refugee Protection Claims. So far in 2024, the following number have been referred to the IRB:






			
	
			


        
9. The International Mobility Program admitted  about 70,000 guest workers  to Canada in 2005. But by 2018, Canada was accepting more than 250,000 in this category, which is typically made up of younger foreigners  on two-year visas. The International Mobility Program is a second Temporary Foreign Worker Program, and according to two Canadian economists, most Canadians are unaware of this program and employers are widely abusing it. So far in 2024, this totals:




Read More ▼Many find jobs in the service sector. These workers are suppressing wage increases and displacing Canadians. They are also adding significant pressure to Canada's already extremely distressed housing situation. Worse still, an increasing number want to remain in Canada. The largest group came are from India, followed by those from the U.S., China, France and South Korea. Toronto took in about 70,000 international mobility workers in 2018, while Vancouver took 30,000.
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